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Chrons
The Expendables

The Expendables are from Santa Cruz, CA. They play one of the best blends of
ska/reggae/punk around. Check them out at theexpendables.net

intro:  Em        G    C    (4x)

verse:  Em        G    C    (2x before vocals start up)

Em                 G    C       Em               G    C
We aint got no time....to worry, aint got no time....to worry 
Bm                    Am                                  Bm
aint got no time....to worry, about them little things that bring me down 
               Am
bring me down noooo no 
Bm                    Am                                  Bm
aint got no time....to worry, about them little things that bring me down 
               Am
bring me down noooo no 
G              D               Em              C
oh yes I think, oh yes I think, bout them irie sensations 
G              D          Em       C
oh yes I think, bout them positive vibrations 
G              D          Em   C
oh yes I think, bout them irie sensations 
G              D
oh yes I think, about them good vibes 

Em           G       C  (2x)

(no guitar)
I can see lights, and I can see lights (look at them) 

Bm                Am                         Bm    Am        (2x)
I can see lights (look at them) from far far away, ohhhh ohh 

G              D               Em              C
oh yes I think, oh yes I think, bout them irie sensations 
G              D          Em       C
oh yes I think, bout them positive vibrations 
G              D          Em   C
oh yes I think, bout them irie sensations 
G              D
oh yes I think, about them good vibes 

Em           G       C  (2x)  

Em                 G    C       Em               G    C
We aint got no time....to worry, aint got no time....to worry 



Bm                    Am                                  Bm
aint got no time....to worry, about them little things that bring me down 
               Am
bring me down noooo no 
Bm                    Am                                  Bm
aint got no time....to worry, about them little things that bring me down 
               Am
bring me down noooo oh 

G              D               Em              C
oh yes I think, oh yes I think, bout them irie sensations 
G              D          Em       C
oh yes I think, bout them positive vibrations 
G              D          Em   C
oh yes I think, bout them irie sensations 
G              D
oh yes I think, about them good vibes 

sorry I don t have the fast part and the solo, but the pint of this tab was for
the
chill chords in the song, so hope you like it.


